NATIONAL POINT SCORE RULES
POINT SCORE ELIGIBILITY
1. Only ASSA members are eligible. (If you are not a member of ASSA at the time of competing
points will not be counted for that event.)
2. Only ASSA affiliated RGOs (clubs) are eligible to host an ASSA Point Score races.
a. Non Affiliated clubs can host an ASSA Point Score race subject to the payment of
a $102.50 administration fee (equivalent to a single race affiliation).
3. Races must be run under ASSA rules (noting that affiliated clubs can vary rules as per Chapter
One (General Rules), General Provision 1.1 of the ASSA rules.
4. Only listed multiple heat races are eligible. (For example, if a race listed as 2 heats has one heat
cancelled due to warm weather, then the results for that race would still count towards the
national point score despite only one heat being run.)
5. Novice, Touring and Veteran classes will not be included in the point score.
Races Counted
1.
2.
3.

Subject to point 2 below, The RGO (affiliated club) can nominate 1 race whose results are
counted towards the point score. (I.e. only 1 point score race per club per year.)
However, in the event there is only 1 ASSA affiliated RGO in a particular state; that RGO may
host a second point score event in a racing year.
Only one point score event can be held on any weekend, that is, there are to be no conflicting
races. The RGO who has traditionally hosted a point score on a specific weekend will have first
option to continue using that weekend for point score purposes. ASSA will work with RGOs to
find alternative dates where clashes exist.

Dry Land
2.
3.
4.

An ASSA member can only count 2 races from their home state (state where member resides)
for. Plus:
An ASSA member must compete at 1 ASSA national race outside of their own state.
Taking in account items 2. and 3. above, best 3 results count.

Snow
5.

An ASSA member can include their top 3 results.
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NATIONAL POINT SCORE RULES
POINT SCORE CALCULATION
The Race Points Score (RPS) credited to each individual participant in each race is based on the
following:
RPS = [(Winning Competitor’s Time/ Competitor’s Time) X 1000] + (No. of previous seasons’ top 10
place getters X 20)
Simple Example:





Assume people competed in a race that contained 5 top ten place getters from the previous
race season’s national championship.
The winner’s time was 9 minutes and 2nd places’ time was 10 minutes
Winners RPS = [(9mins/9mins) x1000] + (20 x 5) = 1100 points
2nd Places’ RPS = (9mins/10mins x100) + (20 x 5) = 1000 points
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